
The cont;nuoun or 

semic0ntinu0us fl0w 
thermal treatment of 

particulate foods 
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itOt)vg Illill Icnlpcnllurc Ior it fixed lime. Slcrililltlion 
is typically applied to low-acid pr'~ducts requiring an 
extended shell" life tit ambient temperature. Conlinttous 

! or semicontinuous flow sterilization plants are tllerelkwe 
typically operated in conjunction with an aseptic tiller or 

:! further processing tinder aseptic conditions. 
Although this d(~cument concentrates (',11 sterilization 

i proce:~ses, the principles are consistent with other heat 
treatnlent processes. 

For microbiologically safe sterilization, it is essential 
that the correct sterilization conditions are uchieved 
(broughout the product being processed, and reinfection 
of  sterilized product is prevented. Maintenance nf  the 
correct Merilizalion conditions requires thai all toni o 
ponents of tile product achieve the desired sterilizing 
lemper:tture-tinac profile, and the phmt design, oper- 
ation and control inusl be such its to enable this to be 
achieved, Prevention of  reinfection requires that tiny 
equiprnent and packagin~ that comes into contact with a 
sterile product can ilself'-be sterilized and is impervious 
to bacteria. 

Liquid f('ods containing particulates are inherently 
more difficult to process than homogeneous liquids due 
to the problems recurred in handling and transporting 
particulate-liquid mixttlres, as well as due to heat trans- 
fer limitations resulting lYom the sizes and shapes c,f the 
particles. 

Particles can have ntany different forms and sizes, 
ranging from those with dimensions in excess of  25 m m  

(vegetable, fruit or ineat components) to those of  less 
than 2 mm (e.g. rice), as well as being of  irregular shape 
and size. In some cases the solids may be elongated, as 
in the case of fruit .juice fibres. The complete product 
may also contain several types of  particles of  different 
size and shape. The proportion of  solid particles in the 
product may also vary widely in different products, such 
as soups, stews and pies. For the ~:terilizafion process 
the definition of  a particulate is any discrete solid within 
which beat is transferred by conductive rather than 
convective llle~lnS. 

The process design and evaluation for the sterilization 
of  particulate-containing liquids ix more complex than 
for liquids alone because while the liquid fraction may 
be heated rapidly in heat exchangers, heat penetration 
into tile centre of  the particles is much slower, relying 
on heat conduction t'ron' the outside to the centre. The 
size and concentration of  the particles will therefore 
have it signilicanl effect ()n the heating rates that can be 
achieved in the particle. An3,' nlicrobiological consider- 
alton of  a healing process must therefore he based on 
tile tetnperature profile ill tile slowest-heating zone o f  
tile product, the centre of  the particle. 

Tile sterilization process is delined ill terms o|" the 
letllality or sterilizing value delivered Io the coldest 
zone (71" tile particle. 

I,ethalitv (L is delined its: 

L =  I0 't ':']' 

where 7" is tile temperature if'C) and :: is the temperature 
rise ("C) giving a tenfold change in decinlal reduction 

It is inherently more difficult to de,fign a sterilization process 

for liquid foods conlaining particulates than ior homogeneous 
liqukis, due to heat transfer limitations in particulate-liquid 

mixtures anti the additional problems of transport and hand- 

ling. Here the guidelines for the microbiologically safe 
thermal sterilization of particulate foods recommendetl by 
the Continuous Heat Treatments subgroup of the European 
Hygienic Equipment Design Group IEHEDGI are summar- 
ized. This paper is the t gth in a series of articles featuring 

the EHEDG to be published in Trends in Food Science & 
Technology. The EHEDG is an independent consortium 
formed to develop guirMines and test methods for the safe 
and hygienic processing of food. The group includes rep- 
resentatives from research institutes, the food industry, equip- 
sent manufacturers and government organizations in 
Europe. ~ 

Thermal sterilization is a process ahned at el iminating 
tire risk o f  food poisoning and. when used in conjunc- 
tion with aseptic l i l l ing, acltieving an e×tended product 
storage life under ambient conditions. This is achieved 
by the destruction of  vegetative microorganisms and rel- 
evant bacterial spores. 

In earlier papers, tile Conlhluous Heat Treatments 
subgroup of the European Hygienic Equipntent Design 
group (EHEDG) has presented guidelines on continuous 
pasteurlzatiol/L and sterilization: to assist in providing 
assurance that products are nlicrobiologically safe (fi+r 
list of  definitions used see Ref. I ). 

This paper presents guidelines on the design of  con- 
tinuous and senlicontinuous plants for tile heat ireatuleut 
of particulate foods. Only well-km~wu, widely used 
techniques fornl tbe .',cope of this paper. More recently 
developed t,~chniques, such us ohnlic heating, are nnl 
covered bul nlay lk~rn, tile basis of  a futule publication. 
These guideliaes It~we been appr~wed by tile EHEDG. 

The underlying principles (q" Illerm~d sterilizmmn arc 
slraightlorward in that the product to be sterilized is 
healed to a specilted telnperature iuld nlaintahted at or 
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l ime tlhe th-ne u~ reduce title cmn/ber ~f ~ix'iv, g ralcro 
organisms by a lacier of ten). The s er z lg v L e I,~,) ~f 
a process may be calculated by' integrating tile lethality 
over the duration of  lhe process such thai: 

F,, = [ Ldt 

where t is the prtlcess lime. 
The temperature of  the food particle emmet be 

measured continutlusly as it passes Ihr(',ugh the princes',. 
and hence in order ttl design a suitable process tile lolltlw- 
ing steps must be takeu: 

• select an appropriate sterilizing value: 

• develop a ntode] to predict the tenlperalure and hence 
sterilizing vulue achieved at the coldest point within 
the particle: 

• wdidate the slerilizing effect delivered, microbio- 
Itlgically: 

• define criticul factors controlling the processe,, and 
the prtlcedures to be used ftlr their verificalitln. 

Depending on whether a fnlly continuous or selnicon- 
tinuous process is being used. the heuted product ,.,.'ill 
either be pumped through a holding tube or held t~+r a 
fixed period in at heated or thermally insulated vessel. 

The sterilization value should be considered as that 
delivered at the holding stage alone, and the heating and 
cooling phases should not be takeu into acctlunl ,,','hell 
the min imum sterilizing wdue to assure public heahh is 
being calculated. 

Heat treatment processes 
The inherent difference in heating rates for liquids 

and purticuhttes meuns thul Ihe liquid conlptluenl of  the 
product will norn+tully be std~jected tt+ a signilicantly 
higher sterilizing vulue thun the particles. While this 
cuuses no problents from a micmbioh+gical viewptlict. 
providing the minimunl sterilizing value is exceeded, it 
may result in thermal overprocessing of the liquid frac- 
tion with u consequent loss of  product quulity. A ntnn- 
ber of  processes ure therefore used for liquid-particulate 
mixtures in addition to those cmnnlonlv applied l~r 
liquids ahme, ttl try to overcome some of  these lilni- 
Cations. 

The processex generally fall into one of  two cat- 

t'a,:t,,r i ,  x't'~c ~,'c,,l~-. o~" the s-;,lem *e~ec'ted u, hal',d~e 
the particulates t~iihtlut becoming bhlcked or causing 
exce,s ivc ph.', Mc;tl darlla[ze to Ih-+ ~ product. 

Continuou+, beat treatment system ~, 
('imlilILUltls heal Ireutmeul systems can be subdivided 

into direct, indirect or spfit-llc, w systenl~. 

In a dirccl s}qcut the product is healed b)  lhe con- 
densiltion of '~lcant brought rote direct ctlntact with the 
product. "rhere are t,.vo types of direct healing: steam 
in.iecli~m and ,lealn infusion, lit a steam injection pro- 
cess. ~,(eanl is iniectcd directly lute the product, whereas 
ill tin illfLl,i()ll pr~,cess tile product is sprayed into a 
qealn alnltlsphere. Both the Meam iniecfitln and steam 
inlnsion proce~ws have been described m an earlier 
publication:. 

An indirect %,,tern is one in which tile heating me- 
diuln {McLnll/hol ~.~,alerl is :-,eparaled fronl the prtlducl 
by a phyqcal barrier and heal is Iranslizrred across lice 
barrier t~ heal tile pr,aduct. Indirect heating is prtlbabl,, 
the most widcl_', used lechnique for the sterilization of 
liquid li~d,, and ix simpler than the direct healing tech- 
niques. The process hits been described in an earlier 
publiclnilm-'. 

All alternative approach is the use of a split-stream 
process in v, hich the product is separated into a liquid 
phase and a particulate phase. The two phases ;ire 
processed coutinulmsly but separately, using any of the 
previotMy described methods, and are recombined after 
the holding stage. A possible option fl~r such a system is 
shtl',tn in Fig. la. For a steritizatit/n process recomhi- 
nalion ill tile t,,~.o phases must be carried out under asep- 
tic conditions qnce both sterilized prtlducts must be 
protected against reinfection. 

Senticonlinuous processing 
ScnliconlillUOtls processes address tile problem of  

overprtlcessing the liquid fraction by separating the 
liquid and particulate components and processing them 
independentlv. In this case the particulates are processed 
on a batch basis in order Ill ensure that all the particles 
receive the same heat treatment. The liquid fraction can 
be proces~,ed continuously using any of the conventional 
liquid ~terili/ation '+rystems. Figure I b sh(',ws ar: .:uTange- 
ineut for senticontinuous processing with batch heuling 
tlf particulates, conlinutlus slerilizalion of  liquid and 
continuous lilling. In this case two aseptic buffer tanks 
are required in order to integrate the batch and conliuu- 
ous operations A number of  sterile barriers are also 
required sis thai the buffer tanks call be maintained 

egories: CoUIihaOUS Ol semiconfinuous. Ill continuous mlder aseptic conditions at tittles when tile batch pro- 
systems, product f low is conlinuous, ~.~hereas ill semi- ce~ing ~,.~tem i~ unsterile, t+~w example ,.'+'hen a new 
continuous syslems, oue or nlore o f  the proces~ oper- batch of  particulates has been added to the ,%,,stein. In 
aliens may function in batch mode whi le others operate thi~ example file xolids and l iquid fraction are nlixed 
continuously, iu a batch heating systenl before being transferred to 

The choice of  system is dependent on many [actor', the Iiller. An aberllalive optilln is sho'~.n ill Fig. Ic. in 
related to product quulity, product characteriMic,, qlar- which 1he liquid i', processed and filled separately from 
t ide  size, fluid viscosity, susceptibility to loulingL pro- the parficle~, in a Iv.o-stage filler. This avoids the need to 
duclion requirements (capacity. run length) aud eCOll- mix the liqLlid and solid COUlpOiiLdts and tile prl,blclll 
omi t s  (capital, running costs). In many cases the key of the r, etlling out of~olids in a,.eptic buffer ~,torage. 
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Fig. l 
Schematic diagrams of: (al, a split-flow process; (bL a sernicontinuous process; (ck a semicontinuous process with two-stage filling. SB, Sterile barrier. 

System componen ls  
Any process line consists of  a number of  components, 

each of ".'hich has its own specific functional require- 
ments to enable it to operate effectively• Some of these 
requirements are common to all components (for general 
guidelines, see Ref. 3), while particular features of  the 
products influence the selection and design of  particular 
system components, such as valves and pumps (guide- 
lines in preparation). 

lmportar~t product characleristics include. 

• particle size: 

• particle shape: 

• particle concentration: 

• relative density of  particles and liquid: 

• rheological behaviour of  liquid. 

The design should minimize the opportunity for the 
sol id conlponents to sediment or  separate out  f rom the 
l iquid fract ion, and hence part icular care should be taken 
wi th  solids po~,sessing a s igni f icant ly  higher density than 
the fluid. Changes in direction resulting from. for example, 
pipework bends, can result in separation due t(~ centrifugal 
forces, leading to unhomogeneous flow. This may be par- 
ticularly importara in valve manifolds or heat exchanger 
distribution plates where uneven distribution may occur, 
resulting in blockage of  all or part of  the system. 

General requirements for all system components have 
been described in an earlier publication-'. 

Heat exchangers 
The primary function of  a heat exchanger in a steril- 

ization plant is to deliver the desired heat transfer, 
whether heating or cooling, for the range of  products 
being processed• The heat exchanger must be capable of  
functioning reproducibly and reliably on a routine basis. 
It is the responsibility of  Ihe equipment supplier to 
ensure thai the heal exchanger is capable of  achieving 
the desired temperature conditions at all times. 

A critical factor in the design is the heat transfer co- 
efficient between the liquid and the panicle, as this 
will control the amount of  heat transferred to the par- 
title during its passage through the heat exchanger and 
holding tube. The residence time distribution must 
also be known in order that the temperature distribution 
within the panicle at the start of  the holding tube can be 
estimated. 

The heat exchanger will not necessarily be designed 
for maximmn heat tnmsfer efficiency. This is because 
other factors, such as the fouling of  heat transfer sur- 
htces and the bahmce between capital and running costs, 
mus! also be taken into account. A wide variety of  heat 
exchangers are used for heating and cooling duties in 
both direct and indirect systems. Requirements common to 
all types, in addition to detailed requirements for different 
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types of  heat exchanger, are described in the EHEDG 
document on liquid sterilization-'. In addition, all tubuhlr 
heat exchangers must satisfy the following important 
reqtfirements. 

• If the product comains fibres, for exarnple fruit juices. 
the cross section should be large enough everywhere to 
prevent blockage of the flow of product. Designs with 
spacers are not suitable for products containing fibres. 

• It is desirable to ensure that as far as possible the llow 
of product is upwards through the entire installatitm, 
to eliminate the possibility of  air being trapped in the 
system. An upward flow is particularly necessary in 
the case of  low product velocities. 

• The provision of access for inspection of  cleanliness 
and corrosion is desirable. In certain countries such 
inspection provisions may be legally required. 

• In some tubular heat exchangers, a shadow effect is 
unavoidable. This must be taken into ctmsideration in 
devising the cleaning in-place (CIP) procedure. Often. 
increasing the velocity of  the cleaning fluid will be 
sufficient. In other cases reversal tff the direction of 
the flow of cleaning fluid may improve cleaning. 
especially where frnit fibres are present, although this 
may not be practical in the majority of  cases. In cases 
where a detergent concentrate is added in-line, the 
potential for low mixing efficiency of  tubular heat ex- 
changers must be taken into account. Also, for in-line 
addition, care must be taken to ensure that vulnerable 
components, such as gaskets lind seals, are not ex- 
posed to high concentrations of  chemicals at elevated 
temperatures. 

Plate heat exchangers are rarely used for the heating 
of  products containing particulates. The most likely 
application is for products such as fruit juice with added 
fibres and pulp. In this case the plates should be of  the 
free-flow type with no metal-to-metal contact points. 
which can provide a focus for deposition and are diffi- 
cult to clean. 

Scraped-surface heat exchangers are particularly 
suited to the heat treatment of  both viscous products 
and parficulate-containing fluids. They may be of hori- 
zontal or vertical design and are typically 1511-20(t mm 
in diameter with a rotating dasher assembly, which holds 
blades that scrape or sweep product from the surface to 
m2intain effective neat transfer. The correct position 
and or,entation of  blades and rotational direction should 
be clearly indicated. 

Any cooling medium can be used but direct regener- 
ative heating or cooling with product is impractical. 
Steam is the normal heating medium. Since the heat 
transfer area available is generally much less than fi~r 
other types of  heat exchangers, the tetrtperature dif- 
ferences required to achieve required heat fluxes are 
high. In the case of  product heating this can result in 
increased fouling. 

Other factors to be taken into accoUllt when selecting and 
using a scraped-surface heat excbanger tire listed beh~v,'. 

• With particulate products, it is necessary to consider 
the relative densities of the particles and liquid '.'.'hen 
selecting a horizontal or vertical toachine, in order to 
aw~id settling or separation. 

• The consequences of blade conliguration may be con- 
siderable. For example, a fully bladed machine may 
give plug flow and mass rotation, which gives con~,isl- 
ent residence time but may also lead to temperature 
distribution problems. 

• The t'.pe tff blade lind rotational speed can hllve a 
major effect on particle integrity. 

• During CIP, the velocity thrtmgh the annular space 
may be lower than in the rest of the line. Design of an 
,tdequate CIP process is therefore essential. 

Spiral beat exchangers consist of two strips of sheet 
metal provided with spacer studs lind wound into a 
cylinder to fl)rm a pair of  concentric spiral flow pass- 
ages. Normally alternate edges tff the passages are 
closed so that fluid flows through continuous leak-proof 
channels. Covers are fitted to each side of  the spiral 
assembly to complete the unil. Full countercurrent flow 
can be achieved, with one fluid entering at the centre ttf 
the unit and flowing from the inside outward. The sec- 
ond fluid enters tit the periphery and flows towards the 
centre. One potential advantage of this type of  unit is 
that with it single flow channel there is less likelihood of 
uneven flow distribution between parallel channels. 
This may also result in a self-scouring action when hand- 
ling fluids wilh suspended solids. In addition the chan- 
nel dimensions can be chosen according to the size of 
the particles and flow rates, by the length of the studs 
welded to the phne. 

Seals between the covers and the spiral body must be 
suitable for aseptic 7~peration. if installed on the sterile 
side of  the process. Studs should be fully welded to the 
plate to ensure that no crevice is fl+rmed. 

Steam injector and steam supply 
Key requirements for the steam injector and ',upply 

have been described in a previous publication-'. 

Holding tube 
The operation of the holding tube in a particulates 

processing s',stem is significantly different from thln in 
it s.vstem with it homogeneous product. The holding tube 
effectively acts as an equilibration tube, such that heat is 
transferred l'rom the carrier fluid to the particles during 
their passage through the tube. The liquid temperature 
will therefore fall as it moves through the tube lind the 
particle temperature will rise. The system is not operat- 
ing tinder steady-stale ctmditions. To determine the ster- 
ilizing effect achieved, the temperature profile of  the 
slowest-beating point within the particle, as well as the 
residence time distribution in the holding tube. particu- 
larly the re~,idence time of the fastest-moving particle. 
inust be estimated or measured. 

Particle residence time ix parlicuhlrly inlportant and 
must be kllo~,~,n with a high degree t,f confidence. :is 
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processing time requirements will be based on these. 
The presence of  particles in a fluid significantly compli- 
cates the flow characteristics and hence the residence 
lime distribution. It is likely that the residence lime will 
depend on the size of  the particle, its concentration, the 
viscosity of the fluid and the holding tube configuration. 
If a product contains a range of  particle sizes, it will be 
necessary to consider the residence time distribution of  
all the panicle sizes. If the minimum residence time of  a 
smaller particle is significantly less than that of a larger 
particle, the heating rate of  the largest particle may not 
necessarily be tile most critical determinant of  micro- 
biological safety, if the more rapid heating rate of  the 
smaller particle is more than compensated for by the 
shorter residence time in the holding tube. Specification 
of  the correct residence time is the responsibility of  the 
fnod manufacturer. 

Other important requirements fl~r holding tubes are 
listed in the general guidelines for the sterilization of  
liquid foods-'. 

Process vessels and buffer tanks 
Process vessels (Ire those within which a stage of  the 

sterilizing process takes place, typical examples being: 
the vactmm cooling vessel in a direct injection plant in 
which the steam injected to heal the product up In steril- 
izing temperature can be removed by evaporative cool- 
ing; and the particulates heating vessel in a semicon- 
tinuous process in which the particulates are heated to 
sterilizing temperature, held to achieve the desired F.  
and subsequently cooled prior to further processing. 

Buffer tanks, often referred to as aseptic tanks, can be 
used in conjunction with continuous sterilization plants 
to improve plant utilization and flexibility. In addition. 
with semicuntinuuus processes they provide a means of  
imegrating the batch and continuous elements of the 
process,. 

Both types of  vessel may contain a number of  internal 
comporlents, such as lixed baffles and rotating n:ixers, 
bolh t0 nlaxinlize heal transfer performance and prevent 
separation of  the particuhtte and liquid fractions. 

Buff1 types of vessels are pressure vessels and need to 
be designed to high standards in order to be acceptable 
for use in such applications. :is described in the previous 
article on sterilization 2. 

Product transfer systems 
Product transfer is a critical unit operation in the heat 

treatment of  liquid foods with particulates as il affects 
product quality as '.','ell as microbiological safely. A key 
product quality target is the maintenance of particle 
integrity. 

Product tr,ausl~r can be achieved ill three ways: using 
a incchanical device such its a punlp, using colnpressed 
gas as the motive three, or using gravity. Suitable types 
of pumps tbr handling paniculates may include progress- 
ire cavity', lobe. sine. piston, screw, peristaltic and 
diaphragnl puntp~. [f the pmnp is led fl'om it tank, the 

phase. The residence time distribution is not normally 
affected by the type of pump but by the relative velocity 
between particle and carrier fluid. 

It is essential that pumps deliver it constant producl 
flow rate to ensure that the desired residence times are 
maintained. A constant ratio of  liquid to particulates 
should ue maintained, as an undesired change in particle 
concentration could lead to insuflicient heat treatment in 
the centre of  particles and thus compromise product 
safety. Rotating pump components installed in a sterile 
area of  the process should be fitted with double seals. 
with the gap flushed with steam or antimicrobial fluid. 
Cavilation should be avoided as this may cause damage 
to the inlernal surfaces or seals and could therefore have 
a detrimental effect on cleaning. 

Fhe use of  compressed gas for product transfer is 
:iometimes feasible aud may have the advantage of  
avoiding the need for an additional component fi.e. a 
pump). Any gas must be passed through an appropriate 
bacterial filter befm-e being used. Care must be taken in 
the selection of  the gas pressure as it is possible to pref- 
erentially transfer the liquid leaving the particles behind. 
It should therefore only be used in areas where main- 
tenance of  a constant flow rate and liquid:solid ratio 
is not critical. 

Valves and back-pressure devices 
Valves are used for routeing purposes or to control 

a process parameter such as flow or back pressure. 
In applications where particles are being handled the 
wdves must be designed such that the opening for the 
prnduct is large enou~3h to allow the particles to pass 
unhampered and with minimum damage.  Failure to 
achieve this may result in bridging of  the particles 
across the valve, followed by blockage. This is likely to 
severely restrict the types of  valves that can be used. 
particularly for systems handling larger particles. 

In the case where the valve movement  is linear via a 
shaft, for example a pneumatic lip seal valve, it may be 
necessary to ensure lhal additional lift of  Ihe valve seal 
is provided to allow particulates to pass through. For 
wdves installed in an aseptic area of  the plant, an 
antimicrobial barrier on the shaft of  the valve will be 
required to prevent recontamination of  the product when 
the valve seat is lowered (Fig. 2). 

Control of  pressure may be achieved in a number of  
ways: 

• using a pressurized storage vessel - the pressure in the 
vessel in turn may be controlled by controlling the press- 
ure of  the gas above the product :e.g. air or nitrogen): 

• using a constant back-pressure valve - this would nor- 
really be tin air-loaded diaphragm wdve with the 
capacity to pass full flow back to the plant feed sys- 
tem in the event of  filler stoppage; depending on the 
configuration of  the line it may be necessary to have a 
sterile barrier installed: 

pr,aduct in tile tank may have to be agitated in order to • using a positive displacement punlp with speed vari- 
ensure homogeneous particulate distribution in the liquid ation to control back pressure. 
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Fig. 2 
A high-lift valve with sterile barrier; additional lift is needed t.  allow 

particulates to pass through. Red, steam/antimicrobial fluid. 

Combinations of  these options may be used as well, 
depending on the subsequent process or packing system 
and start-up and shut-down requirements. 

Sensors 
The types of sensors used and the components within 

which they are housed must not create obstructions in 
the process line that could lead to product entrapment 
and eventual blockage. Non-invasive sensors, if avail- 
able, should be actively considered. 

In-line temperature sensors can be susceptible to 
fibres as well as large particles. A potential solution 
would be to use surface probes, which by their very 
nature are non-invasive. They should be insulated in 
order to ensure that the bulk temperature is monitored. 
The speed of  response of  such probes is likely to be 
different from those placed directly in the line and this 
should be taken into account in the design of  the control 
system. 

Many types of  pressure sensors are susceptible to 
blockage. Tubular diaphragm probes are likely to be 
most suitable. 

Flow meters with internal components in the product 
flow are unsuitable. Sensors based on magnetic in- 
ductive flow and mass principles are more suitable. 
Ultrasonic flow techniques can also be considered as 
potential non-iuvaslve methods. 

The must suitable level transmitters are those based 
on weight, such as load cells, differential pressure trans- 
millers and ultrasonic devices. 

Aseptic barriers 
A:~eptic barriers provide a way of  separating sterile 

and unsterile areas of  the plant such that product ster- 
ility is not compromised. This is normally carried out 
by means of a number of  valves and a typical example 
is shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 3b shows a similar barrier 
system to that of  Fig. 3a but one that is free from dead 
legs. The design of the valve must be such that the dis- 
tance between the seals is larger than the stroke of  the 
shaft. 

Process operation 
General requirements for presterilization of equip- 

ment, production, flow diversion and cleaning in plants 
for the sterilization of  liquid foods have been published 
previously-'. For semicontinuoua plants, the batch heat- 
ing vessels are sterilized with the product during the 
product heating cycle and are therefore not always sub- 
jected to a presterilization step. 

Process monitoring and control 
In sterilization plants there are a number of  critical 

control points, including: 

• temperature at the end of the holding tube during pro- 
duction: 

• recirculation return temperature during sterilization 
prior to production; 

• product flow rate during production; 

• temperature in batch heating vessel during production: 

• back pressure in holding tube during production: 

• aseptic tank temperature during sterilization prior m 
production: 

• aseptic tank pressure after sterilization and during 
production: 

• aseptic barrier temperatures; 

• filling temperatures. 

It is essential that the control logic of  the plant will 
provide the appropriate action in response to process 
deviations. Unacceptable deviations in critical process 
variables must result in automatic shutdown of the 
plant. For example, the plant would have to be shut 
down if the sterilizing temperature fell below the mini- 
mum level. 

It is essential to record critical process parameters 
from the plant on a continuous basis. Legal require- 
merits may also necessitate the continueus recording of 
certain data. In addition, modem data-logging facilitie~ 
enable a coosiderabie number of  variables to be moni- 
tored and it is recommended that they /.re used to pro- 
vide a record of  when the variables are outside the nor- 
mal operating ranges. This allows the performance of  
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ta) ST~̂M - -  The major process variables controlled are temperature, 
pressure, flow and level. For each control variable it is 

B AS LIN 

always present but the quality of control need not be as 

necessary to assess the quality of control required, the 
speed of response required, the action to be taken if the 
variable is outside the set range, the likelihood of con- 
trol problems arising from interaction with other control 
loops, and the position of the sensor. 

For critical variables such as sterilizing temperature, 
the quality of control needs to be high with a rapid 
response to changes. If the temperature falls below a 
preset minimum, plant shutdown must be automatically 
initiated. By contrast, the level control in a vacuum 
vessel may be important in t:rms of ensuring fluid is 

high or the response time so rapid as for sterilizing tem- 
perature. General requirements for the control of tem- 
perature, pressure, flow rate and level are the same as 
those for the sterilization af all liquid foods-'. The 
sterilization temperature and the lower temperature lim- 
its that define when to terminate sterilization must be - , ~ I  ~ .  BYPASS LINE 

based on the minimum acceptable F o. Specification of 
r ' -  PR T ~ M I [--] ~ ,  I the correct temperatures is fully the responsibility of the 

oouc RO • r ~ ~  food manufacturer. 
PROCESS PLANT • STEAM 

'~ Process val idat ion 
Process validation should fonn a critical element in 

m ~ ] ~ m ~ [ [  I / l  , P . . . . . . . .  the design of a sterilization system. For liquid products 
STEAM I~ ~ - - ~  • ASEPTIC TANK the sterilization process can be validated by monitoring 

the temperatures achieved and the flow rate, and thus 
define the sterilization process delivered to the product. 
For products containing particulates the inability to con- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tinuously monitor the slowest-heating zone within the 
Fig. 

Sterile barriers. (a) Typical sterile barrier. When the plant and tank ar~ 
sterile and product is to be transferred to the tank, valves 3 and 4 are closed 

and I and 2 opened. If the process plant becon'tes unsterile and hence it is 
necessary to protect the product in the lank, valves I and 2 are closed and 

steam purges lhe shorl section of pipe between them. A bypass line must also 

be filled such that the back of valve 4 can be steamed, so as to prevent 

any potential contamination via valve 4. This also prevents condensate 
accumulation in the sleam supply line. A temperature sensor in the outlet line 

bell, veen valve 4 and the orifice/steam trap enables the status of the barrier to be 
monitored and ensures Ibat the barrier lemperature is always sufficient. ]n some 

cases an antimicrobial fluid may be used in place of steam wilhin lhe barrier. 
Note the potential dead are,~s. (b) A similar sterile barrier, but one that is free 

from dead legs, using an aseptic double seat valve. The design of the valve must 
be such thal the distance beb.veen the seals is larger than the stroke of the shaft. 

Red, steam; yellow, product. 

the total process to be closely monitored during oper- 
ation, to ensure that the desired performance standards 
are being achieved on a routine basis and that the plant 
is operating to specification. It is particularly important 
to monitor the process-equipment interactions that can 
result in adverse effects such as fouling. 

Sterilizing plants are controlled by a combination of 
digital and analogue signals, digital for valve sequences 
and analogue for control of the major process variables. 

particulate means that process validation becomes more 
complex and a direct measurement using a biological 
method is required. In this case the particle is inoculated 
with bacterial spores, which pass through the process 
and are recovered: the surviving spores are counted and 
the reduction in numbers due to the process is deter- 
mined. Three methods can be considered for inoculating 
particles. 

Bacterial spores in a carrier in a particle: In this 
method the spheres are encapsulated in a carrier and 
do not therefore come into contact with the food prod- 
uct. The carrier is placed inside the particle and re- 
covered after the process. This method has the ad- 
vantage that the spores can all be located nea," the 
geometric centre and thus give a measure of the steril- 
izing value delivered to the centre of the particle. 

Particles of food inoculated with bacterial spores: In 
this method there is no carrier and the particle is 
directly inoculated with spores. The location and dis- 
tribution of the spores must be known since if they are 
nniformly distributed in the particle they will measure 
an integrated sterilizing value rather than the value 
delivered to the centre of the particle. The z value for 
the spores used must be known. 

Simulated particles inoculated with bacterial spores: 
In this case simulated particles are used rather than 
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actual food. Alginate gel particles have been shown to 
give reproducible results, with the spores in alginate 
systems being stable for extended periods of time. 
However, the use of such a method will give an inte- 
grated sterilization value rather than that at the centre 
of the particle. 

In all three methods, the size of the inoculated panicles 
must be representative of the composition of the product 
and the residence times of the particles representative of 
the minimum residence time. This is necessary to en- 
sure that both heating rates and holding times are con- 
sidered. 

The following process parameters should also be 
validated: particle size control, particle : liquid ratio, influ- 
ence of clumping or non-uniform pumping of products, 
critical process measurements such as temperature and 
flow rate, system components and configuration. 

Inspection and maintenance 
Requirements for plant inspection and maintenance 

are the same as for the sterilization of liquid foods 2 . 

Conclusions 
In order to ensure the microbiological safety of a ster- 

ilization process the following must be achieved. 

• The measuring and control equipment must ensure 
that temperature, flow and back pressure are main- 
tained. 

• Unacceptable deviations in key process variables must 
result in automatic shutdown of the plant. 

• The process must be stopped when fouling becomes 
so severe as to compromise the microbi(flogical safety 
of the product. 

• The process equipment in the sterile areas of the plant 
must be aseptic and hence cleanable, steri!izable and 
bacteria tight. 

• The process must be validated experin'tentally to 
ensure that all the product receives at least the mini- 
mum acceptable heat treatment. 
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